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CHAPTER 25
Studying Ideational Change in Russian Politics 
with Topic Models and Word Embeddings
Andrey Indukaev
25.1  IntroductIon
Ideas are both a promising and challenging object for political and social sci-
ence, especially in the case of Russian studies. The challenges and promises are 
of methodological and theoretical order. At the theoretical level, the study of 
the Russian political system quite often discards ideas because of the prevalent 
rent-seeking behavior of political and economic actors that make interests, not 
ideas, reign (Gel’man 2016b). However, ideas are of importance for politics 
and policy processes in any context (Carstensen and Schmidt 2016). Indeed, 
recent research shows that many aspects of Russian politics cannot be under-
stood without taking into account the ideational dimension, making it a prom-
ising direction in the field of Russian studies (Wengle 2015; Dabrowska and 
Zweynert 2015). Pursuing this direction is challenging. First, ideas are hard to 
grasp and cannot be studied without a thorough and context-aware examina-
tion of meaning expression. Quite often, that implies using methods relying on 
a “close reading” of texts and requires that the texts where ideas are expressed 
are available. Within the context of Russian electoral authoritarianism, public 
expression of ideas in political arenas, through media and other channels, faces 
constraints that should be taken into consideration. Since the parliament is not 
a place of political debate, one does not have the data that could serve as a 
reference for capturing the legislature’s ideological landscape, thus making it 
difficult to study the ideas in the Russian politics (Lowe et al. 2011; Slapin and 
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Proksch 2008). The political context and historical factors are also a source of 
the “public aphasia”—the lack of the register for the public discussion of the 
issues of common interest where ideas and ideological positions are expressed 
(Vakhtin and Firsov 2016).
The proliferation of digital communication, leaving a multitude of textual 
traces, implies that the study of ideas can significantly widen its scope. It is 
particularly relevant for Russia, where the Internet became a primary medium 
for oppositional politics and emerged as an arena for public debate, reducing 
the “public aphasia” and making the public expression less constrained (for 
more, see Chap. 2). In addition, a greater volume of textual data and new com-
putational methods of textual analysis are becoming available. They promise a 
possibility to study the ideational dimension of politics without relying on big 
corpora of texts frequently and explicitly invoking political ideas, such as parlia-
mentary debates or party manifestos. Indeed, ideational content can be cap-
tured even when it is sparsely distributed across a large volume of texts. Digital 
data and computational methods of text analysis give the opportunity to com-
plete or scale up insights of qualitative analysis based on scarce sources of ide-
ationally dense political texts.
Word embeddings (WE) and topic models (TM) refer to two groups of 
techniques of text processing and mining that are often used by researchers in 
social science and humanities (SSH) to study the ideational dimension of poli-
tics. This volume provides a discussion of both of them in detail (for more, see 
Chaps. 26, 23, and 24). An important feature of TM and WE, when used in 
SSH, is that there are no guidelines on how to apply them to research prob-
lems. Instead of treating them as “ready-to-use” methods, a sensible use of TM 
and WE in SSH implies nowadays developing a research design that takes into 
account the specificities of the research question and the data at hand. Thus, I 
find it important to complement contributions to this volume focusing on the 
overview of the methods with an illustration of their application. To do that, I 
will use WE and TM to study how ideas, influential in Russian politics, change 
over time. Particular attention will be accorded to explaining why and how 
each method was used given the peculiarities of the research question, of the 
Russian context, and of the data available. To allow the larger audience to apply 
the chapter’s ideas in their own research, I will give preference to solutions that 
can be easily implemented in the R programming language (www.r-project.
org) and indicate specific R packages used in each case.
The empirical focus of the chapter is on the ideas of innovation, technology, 
and economic development that played a key role in the modernization agenda 
of Dmitry Medvedev, on their evolution when the agenda was abandoned, and 
when some elements of it resurfaced in Russian politics thanks to Putin’s fourth 
term’s emphasis on digitalization as a key priority. More specifically, I explore 
the evolving relationship that the innovation, technology, and economic devel-
opment maintain, in public discourse, with the political liberalization idea. 
Through its focus on digitalization, this chapter is connected to the first section 
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of the handbook, which studies digitalization as a sociopolitical phenomenon, 
and to the chapter of Anna Lowry on the digital economy.
The chapter will be organized as follows. In Sect. 25.2, I present the key 
ideational dimensions of Medvedev’s modernization agenda and their evolu-
tion on the basis of a qualitative study. Then I formulate the research questions: 
(1) Did the ideas associated with modernization and its demise manifest them-
selves in the Russian media? and (2) How did the concept of digitalization 
embed itself in the existing set of ideas on technology and politics? Section 
25.3 focuses on the overview of the methodology. In Sect. 25.3.2, I discuss 
topic modeling, and in Sect. 25.3.3, I discuss word embeddings and how it can 
be used to detect complex semantic relationships between words, revealing 
social and political representations. Finally, in Sect. 25.4, I apply TM and WE 
to the Russian media data by using specific approaches given the type of data at 
hand. I show that the modernization agenda influenced public discourse in 
Russia by promoting the idea that innovation, technology, and economic 
development are associated with political and social change, that this idea dis-
appeared from the public discourse, and that the rise of the digitalization 
agenda did not bring it back.
25.2  Ideas of ModernIzatIon
As suggested above, qualitative analysis is essential for studying the ideational 
dimension of politics. Thus, any study of ideas using quantitative techniques 
should be accompanied by qualitative analysis or should build on such analysis 
done previously. In this chapter, I will apply TM and WE to study a case that I 
extensively studied in my doctoral dissertation, using a variety of qualitative 
techniques (Indukaev 2018). My focus will be on the ideas on the political role 
of innovation, technology, and economic development. These ideas have 
played an important role in Russia recently because of the political agenda of 
modernization that Dmitry Medvedev embraced during his presidency in 
2008–2012. They were subject to a major transformation after the moderniza-
tion program was abandoned. The transformation was a nontrivial one, making 
it an interesting object for the study. In the following section, I will describe 
the political context of the case study, outline the key features of the ideational 
change I am focusing on, and state the research questions and hypothesis.
25.2.1  Politics of Innovation, Technology, and Economic 
Development During Medvedev’s Presidency and After
Medvedev’s political platform positioned him as a more liberal and reform- 
minded president, without directly opposing him to Putin. Medvedev’s politi-
cal manifesto “Go, Russia!” presented economic and technological 
modernization of the country as a top priority, but also promised political lib-
eralization. The latter promise relied, in part, on the planned change of the 
country’s political system—including giving more power to the parliament and 
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making elections more inclusive. However, at the discursive level, the political 
change was subordinated to the imperative of economic modernization since, 
in Medvedev’s reading of history, “democracy occurred on a mass scale, not 
earlier … than when the level of the technological development of the Western 
civilization made it possible to gain universal access to basic amenities: educa-
tion, healthcare and information” (Medvedev 2009, n.p.). Technological and 
economic modernization is presented as a precondition to political moderniza-
tion: “the technological development is a societal and political task of top pri-
ority because the scientific and technological progress is inextricably linked 
with the progress of political systems” (Ibid, n.p.). In Medvedev’s political 
program, the idea of technological and economic development connoted the 
idea of political liberalization and social change, while the concept of modern-
ization englobed both ideas.
The key projects associated with Medvedev’s modernization agenda aiming 
at technological and economic development were associated with the ambition 
of political liberlaization. For example, the organizational design of the 
Skolkovo Innovation Center was influenced by the idea that the state should 
leave more space for the bottom-up initiative, making its mission focused less 
on concrete projects but more on the development of an “ecosystem” provid-
ing opportunities for unfettered innovative activities (Indukaev 2018). 
Rusnano, an institution aiming at nanotechnology development in Russia and 
created under Putin’s patronage before Medvedev’s election, associated itself 
with the political ambition of the modernization even more explicitly. Anatoly 
Chubais, the head of Rusnano, published on the organization’s official website 
a short polemic text intended to defend the idea that modernizing the econ-
omy within the nondemocratic context is worth doing. One of his main argu-
ments was that developing an innovative economy will bring to life a class of 
“scientific and technological intelligentsia,” and that “true democracy will 
appear in the country only when there is a social class that really needs it” 
(Chubais 2009). Thus, Rusnano’s investment in high-tech companies was 
framed as serving the cause of democratic transition.
Medvedev did not run for a second term and was not able to advance his 
political program. The ambitions of the political liberalization and social trans-
formation that Medvedev’s project included were discarded and have never 
completely regained their political standing. The situation is different with the 
ambitions of technological and economic modernization. They lost their prior-
ity status after Medvedev’s departure. During Putin’s third term, the projects 
inherited from the modernization era were not at the forefront of the political 
leadership’s agenda, sidelined by the conflicts in the international arena and the 
conservative turn in the country-level politics. Many experts believed that the 
policy projects associated with modernization would be stopped, in particular 
Skolkovo (see, for example, Gel’man 2015). However, the project survived, 
and its budget was not significantly cut. Rusnano and other projects that 
aligned with the modernization agenda also remained active. Moreover, these 
organizations managed to align themselves with the import substitutions 
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agenda, importozameŝenie (for more, see Chap. 17), which was central to the 
field of the technological and economic development (Indukaev 2018). More 
importantly still, the Medvedev-era economic and technological development 
policy instruments regained political importance when Putin presented his 
fourth mandate as being centered around the ambitions of radical “digital 
transformation” (Rus. cifrovizaciâ) and of the “breakthrough” (Rus. proryv), 
the accelerated economic and technological development. Skolkovo, for exam-
ple, immediately associated itself with Putin’s agenda. Promoting technological 
and economic development, even though framed more in the digitalization 
than in the modernization terms, revived some elements of Medvedev’s project.
25.2.2  Research Questions
The story I outlined above implies that in 2008–2012 innovation and techno-
logical and economic development were associated in Russian politics with the 
promise of political liberalization. This association was coined in the concept of 
modernization, which also served as a keyword (for more, see Chap. 17) of 
Medvedev’s political program. When Putin replaced Medvedev as the head of 
state, the ideational configuration of modernization was discarded; innovation, 
technology, and economic development were not associated with the promise 
of liberalization any more.
In my previous research (Indukaev 2018), I detected the described change 
by qualitative analysis of political speeches and manifestos, policy documents, 
and institutional arrangements. Thus, the observed change concerns ideas 
expressed by top-level politicians and reflected in policy decisions. The first 
question I want to address in this chapter is whether the described ideational 
configuration and its change was reflected in the way innovation, technology, 
and economic development were discussed in the media.
The second research objective of this chapter is to extend the scope of my 
analysis to a new element, which started playing an important role in the politi-
cal discourse on technology, innovation, and economic development, namely 
the idea of digitalization. At the top-level of the official discourse, I have not 
found any indices that Putin’s promise of digitally enabled development was 
associated with the promise of political liberalization. Instead, digitalization is 
framed as prioritizing merely the quality of the citizens’ life, and, not less 
important, the country’s standing in the international arena. In contrast, digi-
tal technology was associated with liberalization during Medvedev’s time, who 
suggested, “The growth of modern information technologies, something we 
will do our best to facilitate, gives us unprecedented opportunities for the real-
ization of fundamental political freedoms, such as freedom of speech and 
assembly” (Medvedev 2009, n. p.). Moreover, the development of digital tools 
promising political empowerment and democratization was actively supported 
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by the state after 2012 and at the level of local politics (Chap. 3). One may 
suggest that digitalization is associated with political liberalization in public 
discourse, despite this association not being explicitly expressed by the political 
leadership. The second question of this chapter is whether this suggestion 
is valid.
25.3  data and Methods
To extend the analysis based on writings and speeches by political leaders and 
policy documents to the ideas expressed by a wider audience, one needs appro-
priate data, such as Russian media data used in this chapter. Despite the limited 
freedom of speech, Russian media are not mere translators of the political lead-
ership’s perspective and can be used to assess how ideas spread within the 
Russian public. To analyze these data, I will use two families of computational 
textual analysis methods, topic modeling (TM) and word embeddings (WE). 
Apart from methodological reasons, described below, the choice is determined 
by the fact that topic modeling is among the most widely used among these 
techniques (Isoaho et al. 2019), and word embeddings could be expected to 
take the lead in the coming years.
25.3.1  Data
Integrum is the largest database of Russian media. It is a commercial product 
primarily aimed at business clients but is also used by researchers in their stud-
ies of Russian language and society (Chap. 17). In this chapter, I use this data-
base. The research strategy is to assemble the corpus focused on technological 
and economic issues to detect how the political issues appear there. Thus, the 
query did not include the word modernization, since it has explicit political 
connotations. Instead, the query was made of terms related primarily to tech-
nological and economic development, innovation, and digitalization, but not 
to political change. The query looked as follows:
“иннов*	OR	роснан*	OR	сколков*	OR венчур	*	OR нано*	OR цифровиз*	OR	Электронная
Россия)/W2	OR (Цифровое	Развитие)/W2”,
where the symbols in Cyrillic represent stemmas of Russian words, “OR” is an 
operator, and “W2” is a context that is considered in the query.
When forming the query, I used wildcards to include all possible morpho-
logical forms of a word corresponding to a concept of interest (for the descrip-
tion of the search options, see Chap. 17). The promotion of innovative activities 
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was an important part of the modernization program, so any form and cognate 
word for innovaciâ (innovation) could be used in relation to this program. I 
use the stem with a wildcard “иннов*” (innov*) to capture all these forms. The 
stem “венчур*” (venčur*) refers to venture capital, a specific form of invest-
ments in early-stage innovative firms, which was an important reference for the 
state’s effort to promote innovation. Skolkovo was a flagship project of mod-
ernization, so I used “сколков*” (skolkov*) to get it mentioned. This part of 
the query returned a limited number of irrelevant documents because of the 
Russian word skolok (plural skolki) meaning, “pricked pattern,” which should 
not influence the analysis because of the word’s rarity. However, when building 
a query, a user should be aware that Russian words may have more frequent 
homonyms, which makes searching tricky.
Nanotechnology promotion and the designated organization Rusnano were 
major projects of technological development and were also associated with 
modernization. Again, the “нано*” (nano*) part of the query returned a lot of 
irrelevant documents because of many words beginning with “нанос” 
(“nanos”), in particular the verb nanosit’, the meaning of which is “to inflict.” 
That included, for example, a significant amount of crime news. The corre-
sponding documents were removed during the corpus preparation. The query 
“цифровиз*” (“cifroviz*”) aims at various forms of the word cifrovizaciâ (digi-
talization), a distinctive term that Putin introduced into political language as a 
Russian equivalent of digitalization. The query also included the names of two 
major policy instruments in the field of digitalization, Èlektronnaâ Rossiâ 
(Electronic Russia) and Cifrovoe razvitie (Digital Development) programs.
The list of media included 12 sources from the category “Central press,” 2 
from “Central news agencies,” 39 from “Central internet media,” 13 from 
“Central TV and radio,” and 20 regional newspapers, news agencies, and inter-
net media as well as the websites of the Russian government and the presi-
dency. The list composition aimed at a coverage of a variety of sources, including 
pro-government and more oppositional ones, and also media specialized in 
technology or economics, regional media, in particular from the regions 
actively engaged in development projects, such as Tomsk, Novosibirsk 
(Indukaev 2019), and Tatarstan. The time period covered spans from October 
1, 2007, until January 1, 2019, starting about half a year before Medvedev’s 
inauguration. The query produced 320,000 documents, among which a ran-
dom selection of 160,000 was used to work with, because of computational 
limitations of the used setup. The corpus was preprocessed: all characters were 
transformed to lowercase, and punctuation and number were stripped. Using 
the collocation functionality of text2vec R package (CRAN.R-project.org/
package=text2vec), the most common multi-word expressions, such as 
tehnologičeskoe razvitie (technological development) were transformed into 
tokens, such as tehnologičeskoe_razvitie. The stopwords were removed using 
“stopwords-iso” list from R stopwords package (CRAN.R-project.org/
package=stopwords). The resulting corpus had 45,295,399 tokens.
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25.3.2  Topic Modeling
The fact that modernization became a slogan for President Medvedev’s term 
sparked active research in the field of Russian studies focused on a vast range 
of subjects connected to the topic of modernization (Gel’man 2016a; 
Mustajoki and Lehtisaari 2017). The only use of methods of quantitative tex-
tual analysis that I am aware of is the study of “the attitudes of the people 
towards modernization” in Russia. It was done through exploring the media 
publication available in the Integrum database (Chap. 17; Laine and Mustajoki 
2017). The authors showed how economic, educational, and political precon-
ditions of modernization were debated. To do so, the authors focused on the 
uses of the word modernizaciâ (modernization) that explicitly refer to country 
modernization. Applying an iterative search procedure to a dataset containing 
about 10,000 occurrences of the word, the authors extracted 100 passages 
where the necessary preconditions to the modernization of the country were 
discussed.
In this chapter, I analyze the political concept of modernization in the con-
text of a larger set of ideas on the political role of innovation, technology, and 
economic development. This leads me to use the corpus that covers quite a 
large spectrum of discussions of innovation, technology, and the correspond-
ing government’s activities and to look there for evidence regarding the 
research questions focused on political ideas. To do that, I will approach the 
corpus in a way that gives the opportunity to explore the totality of its ide-
ational content but also to focus on particular ideas and concepts. Topic mod-
eling is a great method to start this exploration.
To put it simply, topic modeling is based on the assumption that the docu-
ments in a given corpus are generated as a mixture of a determined number of 
topics—technically, bags of words grouped together based on their tendency 
to co-occur in the corpus (for more, see Chap. 24). Many variations and exten-
sions of the method are available (for more, see Chap. 23); however, the basic 
intuition stays the same. Initially, topic modeling was developed as a tool for 
the retrieval of information that can summarize the thematic content of a large 
collection of documents. Yet, the key issue that researchers in social sciences 
and humanities encounter when using topic modeling is that the there is no 
universal rule for interpreting the output of the topic model—the “topic” that 
emerges as output—as well as no universal way to integrate TM into the 
research design and to adapt it to a specific research question (Isoaho et al. 
2019). In what follows, I discuss how to use the method to answer research 
questions related to the study of ideas.
In many studies using topic modeling, the thematic content of a corpus is 
predetermined, and the method is used instead to detect various ideological 
perspectives on a given topic. In these approaches, a topic or a set of topics, 
detected by the model, are interpreted as being associated with a specific per-
spective on the thematic content. Typically, scholars analyze these perspectives 
using the concept of “issue dimension” (Nowlin 2016) or, more commonly, 
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that of a frame (see e.g. DiMaggio et al. 2013; Fligstein et al. 2017; Ylä-Anttila 
et  al. 2018). However, quite often, using an issue-specific corpus does not 
guarantee that the topic model will output topics corresponding to the frames. 
In the known examples of the use of topic modeling in frame analysis by 
Fligstein et al. (2017) and DiMaggio et al. (2013), both interpret some sets of 
topics among the output of the model as corresponding to the frames, while 
not attributing other topics to any frame. Indeed, the topic model outputs, 
even within an issue-specific corpus, cannot be automatically seen as frames in 
most cases (see Isoaho et al. 2019). The association between a topic produced 
by a topic model and a frame, an “issue dimension,” or any other comparable 
analytical category is a matter of interpretation which does not rely exclusively 
on the topic model output but invokes other quantitative or qualitative meth-
ods and a theoretical perspective on the issue.
Another use of TMs for studying ideas is to treat TM output more as topics 
in the literal sense—basically, a coherent theme appearing in the corpus—and 
not to interpret them as ideational perspectives. When other methods are used 
to reveal these perspectives, topic modeling can be used to offset the influence 
of thematic content of analyzed texts on the ideational perspective (Jelveh et al. 
2018; Lauderdale and Clark 2014). Other approaches suggest modification of 
the Topic Modeling algorithm in a way that assumes that word choice in texts 
is determined both by the ideological perspective and by the topic in the main-
stream understanding of a term—the theme of a text (Magnusson et al. 2018; 
Ahmed and Xing 2010).
In the next section, I apply TM to summarize the thematic content of the 
corpus. Then, I focus on the topics that are of interest for the study of ideas on 
innovation, technology, and economic development. I will not use the family 
of approaches described in the previous paragraph. However, the insight that 
there are a variety of possible relationships between a topic detected by TM and 
an ideological perspective—from equivalence to independence—will be key to 
understanding the limitations of TM-based analysis of ideas. To overcome 
these limitations, I will use another family of techniques based on word 
embeddings.
25.3.3  Word Embeddings: Semantic Change 
and Interpretable Dimensions
Word embeddings is a family of techniques that represent words as numerical 
vectors in a way that the relative positions of vectors in the embedding space 
reflect the relations of semantic proximity of corresponding words (for more, 
see Chap. 26). To put it simply, the semantic proximity of two words corre-
sponds to the geometric proximity of two vectors that represent the words. 
The term “word embeddings” is often used to refer both to the vectors repre-
senting the words and to the techniques used to obtain the vectors.
The capacity to represent semantic proximity as a geometric one opens ave-
nues for many advanced approaches for studying the ideational dimension in 
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large corpora. One of these approaches comes from the studies of how the 
meanings of words change in time: diachronic lexical semantics change. 
Distributional semantics is one of the advanced computational approaches to 
semantic change in linguistics. Since the introduction of neural word embed-
dings, the methods of distributional semantics have manifested significant 
progress (for a comprehensive review, see Tahmasebi et  al. 2018; Kutuzov 
et al. 2018; and also Tang 2018).
Distributional semantics using WE analyzes semantic shifts following the 
logic that a relative position of words vectors in multidimensional embedding 
space is a reflection of the meaning shift. The techniques used may vary. In 
most cases, researchers use diachronic corpora: for example, a bigger corpus 
sliced into a set of subcorpora corresponding to consecutive time periods. 
Then, word embeddings are created for each subcorpus. The vectors represent-
ing a word of interest and corresponding to different time periods in the sub-
corpora may have a different position relative to other words’ vectors. That 
could imply a change of semantics of the word of interest. One of the most 
used techniques is to focus on the change of semantic “neighbors” of a word—
the words whose vectors are the closest to the vector representing the word of 
interest. For example, a word is expected to have changed its meaning if there 
was a significant change of the list of top ten words most semantically similar to 
it. For example, in the word embedding space based on the corpus of English 
texts dating to the 1850s, the world “broadcast” had words like “seed,” “sow,” 
and “scatter” as its nearest neighbors, but in the embeddings based on a 1990s 
corpus, it neighbored “bbc,” “radio,” and “television.” That suggests that the 
old meaning “throwing seeds” was replaced by the new one, “disseminating 
information” (Hamilton et al. 2018, 2).
The methods of distributional semantics can be used to analyze ideational 
change, even though they were not designed for this purpose. Within the study 
of semantics, the change of word meaning can be explained by “sociocultural” 
causes (Kutuzov et al. 2018, sec. 2), which opens an avenue for research that 
interprets semantic change not as a language’s internal affair, but as an indica-
tor of an ideological transformation in the society. Also, the methods of distri-
butional semantics can be used to analyze synchronic variation instead of 
diachronic change. For example, Azarbonyad et  al. (2017) used word 
embeddings- based metrics of semantic similarity to contrast the viewpoints of 
Labor and Conservative parties on democracy.
The malleability of words and concepts, the fact that their meaning can vary 
in time and across different social and political contexts of use, is an essential 
feature of political language. In the case of the studies of Russian politics, this 
malleability is of great importance. The change of political language is not pri-
marily associated with public debates on political arenas but is related to opaque 
political processes that are not always intelligible. Moreover, compared to dem-
ocratic systems, abrupt political change, and, correspondingly, changes in 
political discourse are not a feature of Russian politics. At the surface, the polit-
ical system manifests continuity, and its political discourse is subject to a 
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gradual change. That makes this change less obvious. Using the methods of 
distributional semantics, I will show how the concept of modernization, central 
to Medvedev’s political program, gradually changed its meaning while staying 
an important element of the political discourse on technology, innovation, and 
economic development.
When analyzing the ideational change through looking at how concepts 
central to the political discourse change their meaning, a question arises of how 
to include new concepts in the analysis. Indeed, the ideational configuration 
can evolve not only through semantic drifts of its key elements. One of the pos-
sible paths to ideational change is the rise of new ideas and new concepts. In 
my inquiry on political ideas on innovation, technology, and economic devel-
opment, one can easily detect such a new element—the concept of digitaliza-
tion. In this case, analyzing how new politically important concepts are different 
compared to old ones becomes an important problem, and word embeddings 
provide an opportunity to do it.
An important feature of word embedding is that any two words can be char-
acterized not only by the distance between them—that means the length of the 
difference vector obtained by subtracting the vector representing word A from 
the vector representing word B. In addition to it, the direction of the difference 
is informative, as it can reveal fine-grained aspects of the semantic relationship 
between two words. For example, the vectors for the words “queen” and 
“king” can have a relatively small distance and be neighbors in the embedding 
space built on a sufficient volume of data—a trivial result, since both words 
designate a monarch. However, if one looks at the direction of the difference 
between two-word vectors in an embedding space, one can make an interesting 
observation. The difference between the vector “king” and the vector “queen” 
will be almost the same as the difference between the vector “man” and the 
vector “woman” (Mikolov et al. 2013). Thus, one can conclude that it is pos-
sible to determine in the embedding space a vector whose direction summa-
rizes the semantic difference between male and female, or in other words, a 
“gender” dimension. This logic can be extended to other forms of semantic 
relationship, for example those opposing “rich” and “poor,” or the “affluence” 
dimension. This approach is thoroughly presented by Kozlowski et al. (2019) 
in a recent article. The authors calculated word embeddings on Google 
Ngram’s corpus with the help of standard techniques but used the resulting 
vectors in a way that made it possible for them to extract what they call “cul-
tural dimensions.” The technique assembles antonym pairs for a dimension, 
such as “poor”-“rich” for the “affluence” dimension, and then calculates the 
difference vector for each pair and the average difference vector. Thus, any 
word in the corpus can be located as being more or less related to the affluence. 
Authors show, for example, how certain activities are located on an “affluence” 
dimension, tennis, for example, being more related to affluence than boxing. 
The method was proved to capture cultural representations existing in society 
and revealed through other means, such as surveys or experimental studies. 
Comparable approaches are being actively developed, such as one proposed by 
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Bodell et al. (2019), who modified a word embeddings algorithm in a way that 
the resulting embedding space dimensions are interpretable.
The approaches like the one developed by Kozlowski et al. (2019) convinc-
ingly show that one can construct, in an embedding space, the vectors that 
capture the semantic relationships corresponding to cultural representations 
within a society. Such approaches do not have to focus exclusively on culture 
but can be applied to the study of political ideas and representations. For exam-
ple, Rheault and Cochrane (2019) use a modified version of the word2vec 
model, which, based on a parliamentary debate corpus, creates an embedding 
space that, after applying the dimensionality reduction, produces a vector that 
represents the opposition between the right and the left ideological 
perspectives.
One of the questions of this chapter is how a new conceptual element—
namely, digitalization—fits into the existing ideational landscape. To answer it, 
I will rely on the approaches described above by constructing vectors that cor-
respond to key dimensions of this ideational landscape.
25.4  results
In this chapter, I analyze the Russian media to see how its language reflected 
the events in which the association between political liberalization and innova-
tion, technology, and economic development was brought into political dis-
course by Medvedev, but vanished after his departure. Also, I am going to look 
in the media, for evidence that the digitalization agenda revived in the public 
discourse the political liberalization promise of the modernization agenda.
First, it is important to get an idea of the corpus thematic composition, to 
understand whether it can be used to answer the research questions. The key-
words used in the query, in particular “innov*,” match with words that have a 
multiplicity of meanings. For example, the word “innovacija” (an innovation) 
is often used to refer to new features of products. As a consequence, the corpus 
is composed of many documents unrelated to the research question. In gen-
eral, one does not know precisely what is being discussed in the corpus. In this 
situation, topic modeling is an appropriate method to start with, as it can reveal 
the composition of the corpus.
The corpus was analyzed using the text2vec library for R (Selivanov and 
Wang 2018). This library has an advantage of being developed with computa-
tional efficiency in mind. Topic modeling is implemented there using WarpLDA 
algorithm, which is significantly more efficient than other algorithms for Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (Chen et al. 2016). The disadvantage of this implementa-
tion is that it does not take into account topic correlation and does not allow 
the inclusion of covariates, such as date, in the topic modeling process, which 
is possible to do with the much slower Structural Topic Models (STM) version 
of TM (Roberts et al. 2019). However, as this chapter uses a large corpus nec-




Given the size of the corpus, the number of topics to be calculated had to 
be set high. I first ran a model with 50 topics, a part of which were interpreted 
as relevant to the chapter’s research questions. Then, to check the stability of 
these relevant topics, I ran models with 45 and 55 topics, respectively, and saw 
the same topics reappear. This technique was used to validate the model, show-
ing that the results are robust enough to resist minor changes in the model 
parameter—number of topics.
Analyzing TM output showed that the corpus includes many documents 
that discuss themes irrelevant to the research questions. For example, many 
topics focus on specific products and services, such as mobile phones or cloud 
services; others correspond to themes dominating the Russian media space, 
such as Ukrainian politics or war in Syria. As mentioned, many topics were 
interpreted as being relevant, such as the one focused on nanotechnology. 
However, one topic stands up as being central to my analysis.
The topic that is the most prevalent in the corpus is the one that is clearly 
associated with the modernization agenda. I analyzed the 50 most representa-
tive words for this topic (using the tex2vec function get_top_words, setting 
lambda to 0.3). The list includes various forms of the words and expressions 
gosudarstvo (state), èkonomika (economy), modernizaciâ (modernization), 
čelovečeskij_kapital (human capital), srednij_klass (middle class), strana (coun-
try), reforma (reform), otstavanie (retardation), proizvoditel’nost’_truda (labor 
productivity), konkurencii (genitive for competition), preobrazovanij (genitive 
for trasformations), peremeny (changes), strukturnyh_reform (genitive for 
structural reforms), obsêstva (genitive for society), and razvityh_stran (genitive 
for developed countries). These words are characteristic for the topic and sug-
gest that it is associated with Medvedev’s idea of modernization. First, it 
appeared in a corpus that was built without using modernizaciâ (moderniza-
tion) in the query but focusing on documents mentioning innovation and 
policy tools in the fields of innovation, technology and economic development. 
It suggests that the debate of modernization is associated with the debate on 
innovation and technological and economic development, as it was in 
Medvedev’s program. Second, the topic combines words referring to economic 
development with words referring to social and political change and reforms. 
Third, terms like “developed countries” and “retardation” suggest the impor-
tance of the rhetoric where the country’s modernization is seen as “catching 
up” with the most developed countries. Last, the words referring to the state 
are frequent in the topic, suggesting that the modernization is considered at 
the state level. All these dimensions of modernization are present in Medvedev’s 
manifesto “Go, Russia” (Medvedev 2009). A close reading of the top ten doc-
uments where the topic is the most prevalent confirms my interpretation. All 
the documents debate the ideas that are present in Medvedev’s program.
As I described in Sect. 25.3.2., TM is often used to analyze political ideas by 
associating a topic with a certain ideational perspective. The “Modernization” 
topic that I described can be associated with a specific perspective on the rela-
tionship between political and social change and economic development, 
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technology, and innovation. If one accepts the idea that this topic is an indica-
tor of a certain ideological position, one can attempt to assess the ideational 
change looking at topic dynamics. The topic prevalence in time corresponds, in 
part, with what could be expected based on the case description in Sect. 25.2. 
The topic peaked in 2008 and declined gradually after that (Fig.  25.1). 
However, after reaching a minimum in 2015, the topic started rising again, 
with a second peak in 2017, the year Putin started promoting his agenda of 
digitalization. That could suggest that the revival of technological develop-
ment as a central element of the political leadership agenda revived the con-
notation between technological and sociopolitical change. However, using the 
methods of distributional semantics described in Sect. 25.3.3, I will show that 
this interpretation does not hold.
Modernization, despite its clear association with Medvedev’s political pro-
gram, is a concept that has a rich and a malleable meaning, and actors can use 
it in ways that can highlight various dimensions of the meaning and even 
attempt to redefine it. I will show that there was a change of meaning which 
erased the Medvedev era’s ideological association between modernization and 
political reform, as suggested by the qualitative analysis in Sect. 25.2.
To analyze meaning change, I used a technique based on word embeddings. 
To calculate word embeddings, I used an implementation of the GloVe algo-
rithm (Pennington et al. 2014) provided by text2vec package in R.
The data used is the same as described in the corresponding section, but 
with one major adjustment, which is due to my choice of research design 
appropriate for detecting the change in word meaning and use. Dubossarsky 
et al. (2019) recently demonstrated that the Temporal Referencing technique 
Fig. 25.1 “Modernization” topic prevalence dynamic
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has significant advantages over other approaches of detecting genuine semantic 
change. The idea of the method is, first, to focus on a limited set of words 
whose change is going to be studied. Then, the corpus is not sliced into sub-
corpora corresponding to different time intervals; instead, the word embed-
dings are calculated for the entire corpus. However, the corpus is modified: the 
words of interest are replaced by “time-specific tokens.” It simply means that, 
for example, if one wants to study how the meaning of the word “moderniza-
tion” changes from year to year, one replaces the word “modernization” in the 
documents dated by 2007 by “modernization_2007” and does the same for 
every other year. The rest of the words, whose semantic change is not analyzed, 
stay intact. In this chapter, I use the described method to trace the semantic 
change of two words: modernizaciâ (modernization in singular) and innovacii 
(innovations in plural). To keep the research design simple, I worked with two 
periods January 1, 2007–January 1, 2012 (label “_before”), and January 2, 
2012–January 1, 2019 (label “_after”). This change was made because by the 
end of 2011, it was clear that Medvedev would not keep the presidency, and 
the promise of political reform was not to be fulfilled.
To detect the change in the meaning of modernizaciâ “modernization,” I 
compare the list of semantic neighbors of modernizaciâ before January 1, 
2012, to semantic neighbors of modernizaciâ after 2012. In addition, I analyze 
how the list of neighbors changed: which words became less semantically close 
to the word of interest and which words got closer. When one looks at the 
“neighbors” of modernizaciâ, one sees quite a radical change. In Table 25.1 
are provided the top 30 words closest to modernizaciâ before and after January 
1, 2012.1 Modernization after 2012 does not have a semantic proximity to 
democracy (demokratiâ), fight with corruption (bor’ba_s_korrupciej), reforms 
(reformy), and politics (politika), being associated mostly with terms related to 
technological advances, efficiency (povyšenie èffektivnosti), and retooling 
(tehničeskoe perevooruženie). The meaning of the concept changed, and the 
specific association between the modernization and the promise of political 
liberalization evaporated after Medvedev’s departure. This result refutes the 
idea based on the topic modeling analysis of the “modernization” topic, which 
suggested that Medvedev’s modernization discourse resurrected around 2017: 
instead, the very concept of modernization changed its meaning.
The fact that the concept of modernization lost its association with political 
change does not completely rule out that the other key concepts referring to 
technological and economic development do not manifest it. Digitalization 
became the most important concept in the technological and economic devel-
opment projects by the government after 2016. Revealing the association of 
this concept with the idea of political liberalization in public discourse is a good 
way to assess the scope of the ideational change that happened after 2012. 
Would it be possible that the digitalization project took the role of a technol-
ogy development project bearing also a promise of a political change? To 
explore it, I used the approach following the insight that vectors in the embed-
ding space can capture “dimensions of cultural meaning” and ideological 
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dimensions (Kozlowski et al. 2019, 905). To operationalize this insight, I fol-
lowed the approach by van Lange and Futselaar (2019), which is less robust 
than the one proposed by Kozlowski et al. (2019), but requires less data and 
less preparation. The authors suggest that to create a vector that captures the 
distance of any word to a given perspective, it is enough to detect the words 
that indicate the perspective, then to create an aggregate vector that is an aver-
age of vectors of each of these words. The proximity of any word to a given 
perspective is then measured as a cosine distance between the words’ vector 
and the aggregated vector representing the perspective. Van Lange and 
Futselaar’s strategy to construct the aggregated vector is to focus on a concept 
that epitomizes an ideological perspective and then to find all the words that 
refer to a concept and do not have multiple meanings.
My analysis was limited by constructing two vectors, corresponding to two 
ideational perspectives on technology: innovation and economic development. 
The first perspective—“Political liberalization”—frames these phenomena as 
associated with social and political change. The second one, however, is focused 
on development, efficiency, competitiveness—the issues that economy and 
Table 25.1 Top-30 
semantic neighbors of the 
word modernizaciâ 
(modernization) before 
and after January 1, 2012. 
Neighbors appearing only 
in one list are highlighted































technology face and that are seen as apolitical. I labeled this perspective 
“Economy and technology.” To construct the vectors for each perspective, I 
first compiled, based on qualitative knowledge of the case, the list of words that 
are markers of a position. Next, among these words, I selected those that are 
frequent in the corpus (more than 150 occurrences) because the embedding 
vector’s quality is sensitive to word frequency. Next, I looked at the top neigh-
bors of each word and selected, based on a qualitative analysis, those that are 
good markers of the ideational perspective, again selecting only frequent words. 
Finally, I excluded words with multiple meanings. As a result, the “Political 
liberalization’ vector consists of reformy, demokratiâ, demokratii, liberal’noj, 
liberalizaciâ, liberalizacii, svobody, prav_svobod,2 strukturnye_reformy. The 
“Economy and technology” vector consists of diversifikaciâ, diversifikacii, 
diversificirovat’, importozamesênie, konkurentosposobnost’, povyšenie_konkuren-
tosposobnosti, èkonomičeskoe_razvitie.
I calculated the distance to the two aggregated vectors for the vectors rep-
resenting words that are central to the research question, including the two 
vectors for modernizaciâ before and after January 1, 2012, and the same for 
innovacii. Fig.  25.2 shows that modernizaciâ before January 1, 2012, was 
closer to the “Political liberalization,” but during the period after January 1, 
Fig. 25.2 Projection of keywords on a two-dimensional space
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2012, it joined other terms, such as innovacii, becoming less associated with 
the idea of political change. The graph also gives an answer to our second 
research question. The position of cifrovizaciâ (digitalization) vis-à-vis the 
“Economy and technology” and “Political liberalization” vectors is almost 
identical to that of modernizaciâ after January 1, 2012, and that of innovacii. 
That suggests that the digitalization program, in contrast to Medvedev’s mod-
ernization, is not associated with the question of political liberalization at the 
level of public discourse.
25.5  conclusIon
In this chapter, I used computational methods of textual analysis to study a 
recent case of ideational change in Russian politics. Based on my prior qualita-
tive analysis of policy documents and political communication of political lead-
ership, I outlined the main contours of this change. When Dmitry Medvedev 
was president, innovation and technological and economic development were 
associated with the promise of political liberalisation and played key role in the 
modernization agenda endorsed by the new president. The modernization 
agenda was abandoned after the end of Medvedev’s mandate, but technology 
and innovation regained political importance when Putin chose digitalization 
as a priority project. However, the political liberalization was not associated 
with this new promise of technological and economic development.
I showed that the described story of ideational change could be observed at 
the level of Russian media discussing innovation, high technology, and policy 
projects of technological development. A good illustration of this case is the 
semantic change of the concept of modernization. This key concept of 
Medvedev’s agenda had a close connotation to political and social change but 
became an apolitical term referring to mere economic and technological devel-
opment. Moreover, the analysis corroborated the hypothesis that the digitali-
zation, as a new political concept, does not have connotations to political and 
social change.
From the methodological point of view, this chapter serves as an example of 
the application of two popular methods of text mining—word embeddings and 
topic models—to the study of ideational change. An interesting result is that 
the analysis revealed how topic modeling can provide misleading results and 
how the methods of distributional semantics and multidimensional ideological 
mapping can help to avoid an erroneous interpretation. More precisely, believ-
ing that a topic can indicate the presence of a certain ideological position across 
time may lead to errors. As I showed, the topic centered on modernization, 
while being coherent and well present in the corpus, cannot be seen as a proxy 
for Medvedev era’s ideational perspective on the political role of technology 
and economic development. This insight seems to be of great relevance for 
Russian politics, where ideational change takes place with not much public 
debate and can be overlooked by a researcher.
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This chapter also provides a successful exploration of the possibilities that 
word embeddings provide for the study of the ideational dimension of politics. 
The capacity of WE to capture complex semantic relationships gives an oppor-
tunity to construct multidimensional “ideational spaces” in which words can 
be located according to their proximity to two or more ideational perspectives. 
I believe that this promising and actively developing branch of text analysis will 
be of great use for Russian studies, given the lack of simple ways to identify 
ideational oppositions that structure Russian public life.
notes
1. The authentic context is bor’ba s korrupciej, but the stopword “s” (“with”) is 
deleted.
2. The authentic context is prav i svobod, but the stopword “i” (“and”) is deleted.
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